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Abstract
This article is aimed at addressing the issue of principles of electronic evidence from Shari’ah perspective. As principles of electronic evidence in common law are quite established. But this area is not addressed extensively in Islamic law. Importance of these evidences cannot be denied as most of the lawsuits now a days involve electronic evidence. It has been accepted generally, that rules of evidence for electronic evidence are the same as for physical evidence. So it is very helpful tool to make research in this area in Islamic law. It is also observed that means of proof in English and Islamic law are the same. Present study shall apply Shari’ah rules of evidence on electronic evidence and explore their permissibility status from the perspective of Islamic law. Major areas to be explored in this research are oral testimony, documentary evidence and circumstantial evidence.
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1. Introduction
Electronic evidence are permeating in all fields of our lives. From our mobile phones to official computers, electronic microwave oven to ATM machines everything is generating electronic evidence. Large number of clues can be taken out from mobile phone records, computer history and social media interactions. Where these electronic means have made it easier to catch criminals, at the same time criminals have started using these mediums for stealing and committing crimes. Most of the lawsuits these days involve electronic evidence. These circumstances have forced lawmakers to make necessary changes in law in order to incorporate changes to cope up with high-tech revolution. Developed countries are incorporating these changes quite vigilantly. Developing countries, on the other hand are also trying to accelerate their speed of new legislations.

The talks of improving the legal system for addressing high-tech issues are headed too far. But there is a strong need to address these issues from the perspective of Islamic law of evidence. There are no direct precedents of electronic evidence in Islamic law. However, traces can be found out based on other means of proofs in Islamic law. Like, Documentary evidence, circumstantial evidence and oral testimony etc.

This article is aimed at exploring the principles of evidence in classical pick and analysing them from the perspective of modern principles of electronic evidence in English law this
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will help in checking the permissibility status of modern principles of electronic evidence from Sharia perspective.


For exploring the principles of Islamic law of evidence, Imam Sarakhsi’s 6 kitāb al-shahadāt in his book al-Mabsūt,7 is worth mentioning. The main focus of Imam sarakhsi is to teach his disciples techniques of getting flawless and authentic evidence. Imam Kasāni in his book Badā‘-al-Sanā‘ī8 and kitāb al-Shahadāt, has compiled detailed debate on oral-testimony. Imam Marghinani 9 has given a brief yet very compact insight into the Islamic law of testimony. Ibn Rushd has also given wonderful comparison four school thoughts. 10 Circumstantial evidence (Qarīna) is a very interesting and helpful field in Islamic law of evidence, which helps solve the riddles of electronic evidence for modern world. An important book of worthy jurist Ibn-Qayīm, al-Jauzi‘ah, titled “Al-Turuq al-Ḥukmiyah fi al-Siyāsah al-Shar’i‘ah” 11, gives a brief overview regarding the legal validity and status of circumstantial evidence in Islamic law. Article, titled, “Al Quwah al-Thabūtiah lil-Mu’amalāt al-Electroniah” 12 is latest study on electronic laws, discussing legislation of number of muslim countries regarding incorporation of electronic evidence. An Article titled, “al-Tijārah electroniah ‘Ibr al-Internet Aḥkāmūha wa at harūha fil fiqh al-Islāmi wa nizām al-Šau’di” 13 by Dr. ‘Ali bi ‘Abdullah al-Shehri has written on the same topic. It is basically dealing with Saudi legal system with reference to the electronic laws and legislations. Another article with the topic “Ḥūkūm Ijrā al-‘Aqd bil alāt Itīsās al-Ḥadīsah” 14 by the writer ‘Ali Mūhūdin Qaradaghi is a good attempt on this topic. It compares modern electronic laws with that of classical Islamic Law of Shahādāt. Writer cites sources from the classical literature and takes out the similarities and dissimilarities of modern law of electronic evidence and Islamic law of evidence. Another article “Reception of electronic Evidence from Islamic perspective”, is a good analysis of electronic evidence from Islamic law perspective. 15 This article focuses on documentary nature of electronic evidence.

“Evidence in Islamic law reforming Islamic evidence law based on Federal rules of evidence” by Maha Abul Faraj 16 is a good analysis of American law of evidence (Federal rules of evidence) from the perspective of Islamic law.

1.1 Definition of Digital Evidence

“Digital evidence is defined as any data stored or transmitted using a computer that support or refute a theory of how an offense occurred or that address critical elements of the offence
such as intent or alibi.”\(^{17}\)
Another simplified definition says; “information and data stored on, received or transmitted by an electronic device”. \(^{18}\)

Keeping in view the above definitions, following characteristics of electronic evidence can be drawn out:
- It is hidden, like DNA or fingerprints,
- It is very easy to alter or destroy.
- It has no limits of border or jurisdiction
- It can be time sensitive. \(^{19}\)

Estimates may be different but it is widely accepted that electronic commerce (e-commerce) is undergoing explosive growth. Electronic evidence (E-evidence) arising from this field has different forms. Data files, internet postings and emails are perhaps the most common one. E-evidence can have many areas. It can come in the form of so called “background” information. The Background information refers to audit trails, access control data, and other non-printed information. E-evidence can also be a type of residual data that remains on hard drive after being deleted, or in printer and fax memories.\(^{20}\)

I. Principles of Electronic Evidence in Law

Different countries have different laws related to electronic evidence but the principles of electronic evidence are more or less the same. Principles defined by the Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) in the UK ‘Good Practice Guide for Computer Based Evidence’ (Version 3) are the most compact. These are:
- Principle 1: No action taken by law enforcement agencies or their agents should change data held on a computer or other media which may subsequently be relied upon in court;
- Principle 2: In exceptional circumstances, where a person finds it necessary to access original data held on a computer or storage media, that person must be competent to do so and be able to give evidence explaining the relevance and the implications of their actions;
- Principle 3: An audit trail or other record of all processes applied to computer based evidence should be created and preserved. An independent third party should be able to repeat those processes and achieve the same result;
- Principle 4: The person in charge of the investigation (the Incident Manager or the Laboratory Manager) has overall responsibility for ensuring that the law and these principles are adhered to.” \(^{21}\)

Above mentioned principles reveal that electronic evidence should be appropriate to be presented in court of law, that is it should be admissible.

1. Stages of admissibility

The admissibility of physical as well as electronic evidence in the U.S law is dependent on four steps, agreed upon by the legal experts;
1. Relevance
2. Authentication
3. Hearsay rule
4. Best evidence rule\(^{22}\)
1.1 Relevance
It is the first step for admissibility of electronic evidence. The evidence which is relevant shall be admitted in a trial. The relevance of evidence is judged by the fact that it has tendency to make any fact more or less probable. It is not necessary that the relevant fact should carry weight to be admitted. It is enough if it has capacity to prove do or disprove consequential facts.\(^{23}\)

1.2 Authentication
Authentication of electronic evidence is the backbone of admissibility. This step is very important because it ensures complete trust or mistrust of the judge on particular piece of evidence. Authentication of electronic evidence must be proved beyond reasonable doubt. Proponent must offer an evidence "sufficient to support a finding that a matter in question is what its proponent claims".\(^{24}\)
Multifarious sources and types of electronic evidence pose challenges for electronic evidence. These multifarious sources include, data files, metadata, emails, text messages, log files, mobile calls records etc. Different types of evidence require different authentication techniques.
These issues can be resolved if the parties employ proper procedures to preserve and identify ESI. Documenting the chain of custody during the production process is also very important. But it must be anticipated that not all the parties will have the procedures rightly placed. So there may be disputes regarding the authenticity of documents.
Due to the difference in types of electronic data, authentication techniques vary according to the nature of a file or a document. In other words, the difference in the nature of electronic files changes the evidential foundation of such documents, e.g. emails, websites, instant messaging, electronic contracts. Other types include, authentication of hard drives, data storage devices like USB's, etc. Some cases may involve authentication of material from a database. Information from database is entirely a different type of data and files, and are dealt differently in the courts.
Different techniques of authentication includes; authentication through oral testimony, authentication through circumstantial evidence, metadata, hashtags, authentication through chain of custody\(^{25}\) and data logs.

1.2.1 Authentication through Meta Data and Hash Value
Authentication through hash value and metadata are technological method of authentication of electronic evidence. Hash value\(^{26}\) are principally used for verification of digital data. These values are generated from a document, at the start of the investigation, which makes the integrity of digital material verifiable. Later, at the time of delivering document the hash values are compared to initial ones. It discloses if the documents is tampered or not.\(^{27}\) Another very important use of hash values is identification and classification of document. Electronic documents are saved in many copies and in many places.\(^{28}\)
Hash values can be inserted into original electronic documents when they are created to provide them with distinctive characteristics that will permit their authentication.
Another way an electronic evidence could be authenticated is by examining the metadata
for the evidence. Metadata is commonly described as "data about data," and is defined as "information describing the history, tracking, or management of an electronic document." Appendix F to *The Sedona Guidelines: Best Practice Guidelines & Commentary for Managing Information & Records in the Electronic Age* defines metadata as "information about a particular data set which describes how, when and by whom it was collected, created, accessed, and how is it formatted (Including data, demographics such as size, location, storage requirements and media information)."  

1.3 Hearsay Rule

Hearsay is the declaration made by someone other than the declarant, while testifying at court trial or hearing. This statement is offered as evidence to prove the truth of the matter asserted. Common law recognizes the rule against hearsay. Hearsay issues are confronted while dealing with electronically stored information is sought. There are issues like, whether a statement made by a computer can be termed as hearsay or not. Law of evidence states that hearsay statements must be uttered by human beings. So, the issue arises as to how a PC can be cross-examined, and whether the PC “knows” something, and if it is an original thought or something that has been fed into it.  

Above statements seems impractical hypothesis but when electronic means are used as source of communication, such issues are pervasive. Such statements must be verified by the persons who made these statements. In this case witness with knowledge shall be called.

Most of the communications nowadays are in electronic medium, such as, e-mails, text messages, chat rooms, internet postings, Facebook and YouTube. These electronic communications carry human statements. Communications include observations of events around, statements about plans, motives, and feelings. All of this data is transmitted through electronic medium.

1.4 Best Evidence Rule

Best Evidence Rule is the fourth and last stage of admissibility. It is also one of the basic requirement that the evidence rendered in the court, must be original, real, primary, and direct. The doctrine of best evidence rule is based on the same notion that a high level of trust and integrity must be established when the best evidence is presented before the court.

The traditional principle of documentary evidence “Best Evidence”, interpreted as a requirement of the original copy, is an impractical requirement with regards to electron records. Researches have shown that Best evidence rule is meaningless in the electronic environment.  

The reason of this new theory is the absence of an original record in the digital environment. But it is necessary to refer to an unbroken line of traces left by all those who interacted with the record or to the legitimate custody of a professional who can account for them. It is possible to prove about the electronic records that they have the “force of original”.  

The copies produced through a mechanical process are exactly identical to the original. There may be little difference in the hidden information (Meta data) but the main text is the
same. If the record is kept in the safe custody and produced in the ordinary course of business, there is no problem in admitting copies. The copies, no doubt would be subject to provenance.

There are many countries in world that have legalized secondary evidence by force of law. However, there are some states in USA, that still have the Original writing rule in place. But these states, by virtue of practice, are no longer capable of keeping up with the original writing rule. They have not explicitly legislated or stated that they have abolished the original writing rule but their course of practice and decisions depict that they have curtailed the use of this principle in the case of electronically stored information.

1. **Other Means of Proofs**

2.1 **Oral Testimony**

Oral Testimony plays a vital role in the journey of electronic evidence. For instance, as stated above, when the e-evidence is presented in court the first thing to be checked is whether this statement is fed into computer by human input? If yes, then witness will be called to verify. There are many other cases when witnesses shall be called, like authentication of different electronic records in data basis, or soft wares.

It has been recognised by different courts that witness with knowledge about the information testified. But personal knowledge does not imply to advanced technical knowledge. For instance, it is not necessary that witness has programmed the computer. Knowledge is considered sufficient, if it is for maintenance and technical operations i.e. person has witnessed entrance of data. Oral testimony can be required when there are questions regarding; completeness of record, or methods and procedures of inputting data, or allegations of tampering of data. In these cases the prosecutions must be prepared for presenting witness with knowledge to address such issues.

Other cases when oral testimony may be required include authentication of emails, or instant message chats etc. i.e cases in which data is fed by a human being. For instance, in case Harper case, appellant presented a capital card, during travelling to London. Revenue inspection protection officer had to prove that it is a stolen card, as revealed from the record.

The evidence, was rejected in appeal because the officer could not justify the reliability of computer record, through his personal knowledge. Here another important point is that if the matter is of technical nature, expert testimony shall be acquired by court. Qualification of experts shall be approved by court.

2.2 **Documentary Evidence**

modern age the definition of documents has expanded to many new types of evidences, like CD’s, Usbs, emails, messages, web pages, public documents (electronically generated). These expanded definitions of documentary evidence are endorsed by most of the legislations through-out the world. Like, UNCITRAL Model law on Electronic Evidence, Uniform Act of Australia, Common law of England. Etc.

There is a group of countries which expressly consider electronic document equivalent to
paper documents, and give them values of Documentary evidence at trial. Deep analysis of 16 European countries\textsuperscript{43} show such equivalence. \textsuperscript{44}

2.3 Circumstantial Evidence
In many cases when there is problems of anonymity, circumstantial evidence plays a vital role.\textsuperscript{45} For instance, when authorship is the problem such cases largely depend on circumstantial evidence for instance, in case of child pornography where chats were involved. Evidence gathered from defendant's residence, which was connected to the chats, the proof offered by the Investigation officer was sufficient evidence to prove authorship.\textsuperscript{46} Circumstantial evidence sometimes prove to be decisive in cases involving electronic evidence. For instance, \textit{U.S vs. Simpsons}\textsuperscript{47} and \textit{Christian Augilar Case}\textsuperscript{48}. Both these cases show the unavoidable importance of circumstantial evidence in cases. Sometimes the nature of circumstantial evidence is that it is in electronic form (being an aid for solving physical crime like in Augilar case) and sometimes it is in physical form but it helps in solving a case of electronic crime. Both the cases are briefly explained below:

\textbf{a) In U.S v. Simpsons case,} an electronic crime was solved with the help of circumstantial evidence. The defendant denied the authorship of chats between him and FBI agent. Government in response presented number of circumstantial evidence. One of them was, that during chat defendant gave his house number, street number and email address to the Investigation Officer. The same pieces of information was recovered from defendants’ house during search operation. So the claim of the defendant that he is not the author of the conversation was rejected.

\textbf{b) Augilar case is about a murder,} which took place in 2012. Augilar was murdered and his dead body was found from a grave 60 miles in west from his residence. He was last seen with his friend Bravo. Police found out that Bravo had connection with his disappearance, because Augilar's backpack was recovered from Bravo’s possession. Electronic evidence helped investigation officers solve this case. Some pieces of evidence from Bravo’s cell phone were really helpful. It was found out that in cache of his phone’s face book, there was a screen shot of Siri search made near time of Augilar's disappearance that said, “I need to hide my roommate”. With the help of tower which received the phone’s signals, it was further investigated that Bravo had moved far in west after disappearance. In the end it was discovered that flash light app of phone was used for more than one hour after disappearance. Bravo was tried in court in 2014. Finally he confessed the crime and was convicted of first degree murder.\textsuperscript{49}

II. \textbf{Principles of Evidence in Islamic law}
After having analysed English legal system on electronic evidence, this article shall move to its second part which is principles of evidence in Islamic law. It will not be incorrect to state that the basic structure of both the legal systems is not really different from each other. Because primary means of proofs are same in both of them. Like oral testimony, documentary evidence, circumstantial evidence etc. The differences in Islamic law from English legal system shall be highlighted here which will be helpful for drawing rules for electronic evidence from Shari'ah perspective.

In Islamic legal system the judge has a central role in judicial proceedings whose
responsibility is to establish both the right of the Lord (public rights) and the rights of man (Private right) to settle disputes by attaining competent evidence. There are three ways for the judge to acquire knowledge;
1. By confession
2. By oath
3. By evidence

2.1 Shahâdâh – Oral Testimony
Oral Testimony is the back bone of classical Islamic law. The judge transfers the burden of proof on plaintiff, when accused denies committal of crime. Plaintiff is required to bring his witnesses or any other evidence to support his claim. But the first difference in Islamic law is that the witness must have probable character. Qur’ân states;

\[52\] و اشهدوا منكم

"And bring to witness two just men from among you and establish the testimony"

Not only the character is important but number of witnesses vary from crime to crime in Islamic law. Oral Testimony in Islamic law is classified into different categories, varying according to the nature of crime. Marghinâni states in his book that there are two broad categories of testimony in Islamic law;
1. Testimony in the matters related to right of Allah Almighty
2. Testimony in the matters related to right of man

Numerical strength of witnesses varies in both the above cases. In cases of Ḥudūd, the rules of testimony are more stringent. Women are specifically excluded from being witness in these cases. In cases of hudūd and qiṣaṣ, witnesses are at liberty either to give or refrain from giving testimony. Witness in Ḥudūd and Qiṣaṣ must be male. This opinion is unanimously agreed upon by pre-modern jurists, including Imâm Mâlik, Abû Ḥanîfa, Shâfi‘î, and Ahmad bin Ḥambal.

Essentially, there are four categories of testimony;
1. Testimony requiring four witnesses
2. Testimony requiring two witnesses
3. Testimony of one man and two women
4. Testimony of woman alone

2.1.1 Women’s Testimony
Women’s testimony is admissible in financial matters where two women shall testify along with one man. Imâm Abû Ḥanîfa says that testimony of women is admissible in all matters, whether financial or not, other than Ḥudūd and Qiṣaṣ. These matters include, marriage (Nikaḥ), divorce, freeing of slave, ‘Iddah and Şulh. When a woman is replacing man for testimony, two female testimonies shall be admissible. Shâfi‘î differ in this opinion and state that women’s testimony is not admissible except in the matters pertaining to money. The reason according to them is that women’s testimony is originally inadmissible due to their defect in understanding, incapacity of governance and lack of memory. Al- Marghinâni is of the view that women can testify originally because a woman has the capability of managing everything which is required for testifying i.e. after watching the
incident, memorizing it, and conveying the relevant information of the incident to the judge. According to Al-Marghînānî, it is immaterial whether they are deficient in ‘aql. He says that Ḥanafîs allow women to testify due to the reason that they are capable of meeting the basic elements for testimony although their memory is not that good as compared to men in general. This problem of not being able to remember incidents properly, according to him, is guarded against by making a requirement of two female witnesses for every male witness.\footnote{66}

As far as the testimony of women alone is concerned it is considered acceptable by majority of the school of thoughts in the matters which are not exposed to men. These are the cases in which presence and testimony of men is usually not possible,\footnote{67} as it does not involve inspection of men. For instance, matters related to child birth, menstruation, clarification of female sexual defects, etc. In these cases, the testimony of a single woman alone is admissible.\footnote{68}

### 2.1.2 Hearsay Rule and Exceptions

Hearsay is allowed in Islamic law in very few cases which are not hearsay in its real sense. Islamic law allows hearsay in the cases, which are famous enough. For instance, cases of birth or death are the ones which are known to many. Or the cases of kinship.\footnote{69} Al-Majellah states in article 1688;

“It is necessary that the witness should know personally that to which they depose, and that their evidence should be given in that way. It is not permissible for them to give evidence saying, “By hearsay, i.e. I heard from people.”\footnote{70}

But if, with respect to properly being waqf, or to the fact of a person being dead, person gives evidence saying, “I have heard from trustworthy person”, his evidence is held good. In matter of vilāiat and death and parentage, it is permissible for a person to give evidence by hearsay.”\footnote{71}

To state simply, a person can give evidence on certain facts, on the basis of public knowledge. This is possible without witnessing the event or the act, upon which the testimony is being made. It is called Al-Shahādah bi-Tasāmay’ in Islamic law. So, one can produce evidence concerning, a person’s descent, marital status or death, without actually observing or being resent at the time of his birth, his marriage contract or his decease.\footnote{72} For instance, news of someone’s death is enough to testify about it, because only a few people are present at the time of death. But this news spreads fast that so and so person died. On the basis of spreading of news, it is allowed to testify about it.\footnote{73}

### 2.2 Documentary Evidence in Islamic Law

Documentary evidence has extensively been used in early classical Islamic history as well as in late Islamic courts. Quran says;

“O ye who believe! When ye deal with each other, in transactions involving future obligations in a fixed period of time, reduce them to writing let a scribe write down faithfully as between the parties.”\footnote{75}

This verse implies that the parties ought to write down the contracts which they transact during trade dealings and also to witness upon it.\footnote{76}
A large number of Prophet (PBUH)’s traditions established the precedent, regarding the orders about drafting legal documents and their enforceability in the court of law. For instance, Prophet (PBUH) ordered his companion ‘Ali to draw up a document in his name at location Ḥudaybīyah. Similarly, Prophet (PBUH) bought a slave from the companion and drafted written document. He commanded his representatives abroad to draft documents.


Documents played vital role in various legal contexts. Heim Gerber states in his book, State Society and law in Islam, about documentary evidence; “Courts accepted masses of documents in as prima facie evidence. Claims of citizens on the government and vice versa were based solely on documentation-claims of income from waqf, taxation, fetvas from the Shaikh-ul-Islam, and so on were all embedded in documents. All this was certainly an element of major importance in the work of the court.”

Documents were admissible subject to the oral testimony. Wakin elaborates that the reason of introducing witness system on documentary evidence was, refusal to recognise the written documents. This system helped and improved a number of difficulties regarding the admissibility of documentary evidence. Otherwise, there were a lot of apprehensions about the forgery of the documents. This practice was carried out by a number of witnesses in a city greatly.

But another very important point to be noted here is that, the condition of oral testimony on a document is for private documents, like transactions, marriage contract or debts etc. Public documents does not carry this conditions because they had already been witnessed, sealed and authorized to be used as a legal documents. For instance in classical Islamic courts, after the decision of a case, a legal documents was handed over to the parties referred as “the bearer of this document”. This document was used as future reference. This document helped in avoiding a thousands of cases taking place in future. This document did not stipulate testimony of just witness because it was already a self-authenticating document, having a seal of the court. In other words it was a public document. Same rule was applied in case of English law of evidence and electronic evidence. Examples of self-authenticating letters at the time of Prophet (P.B.U.H.), is that he that he used to write letters and handed them over to his envoys who sent them forward without knowledge of its contents and the latter accepted them without asking for any verifications.

2.3 Circumstantial Evidence (Qarīna)

The word qarīna (pl. qarā’īn) is derived from the root-word qarana, qarinun, which means connected with, joined, linked, combined, united and affiliated. It is also called bayyūnah al-zarfiyyah (circumstantial evidence) or qarīna al-hāl (presumption). Literally, it means, in connection with, in conjunction with, and associated with. Judicially, it denotes any signs
and indications which show the existence or non-existence of a fact in issue (the thing claimed), and articulate its evidentiary value according to the rules that govern qarîna. Circumstantial evidence is equally important mean of proof in Islamic law of evidence endorsed by Qur’an, Conduct of Prophets and Righteous caliphs. Ibn Ta’limiyah, ‘Ibn Qayîm al-Jawzîyyah and ‘Ibn Farhun were strong supporters of circumstantial evidence into fiqh doctrine of evidence and procedure. Ibn Qayîm went so far as stating that physical indicators are stronger evidence than the testimony of witnesses, because they do not lie. Expert witnesses, by knowing how to interpret physical indicators, or how to interpret “the language of things,” become indispensable aids to judge.

III. Shari’ah Rules for electronic evidence

For the current research, following types of cases and electronic evidence shall be considered. Analysis from Shari’ah perspective will be helpful while keeping these different categories in mind.

First of all electronic evidence has to be dealt under following types of cases;

a. Civil Cases
b. Criminal Cases
   i. Ḥudûd cases
   ii. Cases pertaining to Ta’zir punishment.

There are two major categories of electronic evidence which will be subject matter of discussion;

a. Computer evidence
   i. Computer generated evidence
   ii. Computer stored evidence.

b. Other electronic evidence
   i. Digital evidence (photographs, videos etc.)
   ii. Medical Forensics.

3.1 Civil cases

Criteria of admissibility of evidence in civil cases is not as strict as in Ḥudûd and Qisâs cases. In civil cases mostly the debt transactions or other agreement between the parties were documented in classical Islamic courts and were handed over to private parties for future reference. And the practice of documenting important legal documents is reported to be in practice before the time of Prophet (PBUH). The medium of writing was leather or stones or wood. The time changed and such mediums were replace by paper without any hesitation. On the condition that paper presented in the court is authentic. So in the modern age if this medium is replace by computer, there will not be any repugnancy from Shari’ah perspective as long as the document or agreement is authentic, that is why it has been accepted in modern fatāwas that electronic contacts are in consonance of Islamic law.  

3.2 Criminal Cases

In criminal cases, other than Ḥudûd, electronic evidence is admissible subject to test of reliability. For authentication purposes, there is nothing repugnant to Islamic law if modern means of authentication are utilized. As mentioned above Islamic law does not stop from
giving strict ta‘zīr punishment on crimes of serious nature. Authentic electronic evidence are accepted in all forms, but the punishment cannot be enforced in Hudūd cases, due to element of shubha, unless corroborated by other evidence like confession or oral testimony. If the crime is of serious nature and Hadd cannot be imposed due to presence of electronic evidence and court want to create deterrence for others, judge can award as strict punishment as possible. By way of Siyasah Shari'ah death punishment can also be awarded.

3.3 Computer Generated Evidence
The rules defined for witnesses in Quran and Sunnah regarding Hudood offences cannot be changed. If there is a video of a murder case. Qisas shall be imposed if two just witnesses have observed the event and are ready to testify. But in case condition of witnesses is not fulfilled and court is sure about the malicious character of criminals accused can be punished by way of siyāsah shari'ah and tazīr.

In cases, other than Ḥudūd and Qiṣāṣ and the nature of evidence is computer generated it shall not require witnesses, if the evidence is authentic. If not witness with knowledge can be called to authenticate. In these cases modern method of authentication can be replaced as stated above. Example Of computer generated evidence include, bank statements, ATM receipts, phone call records etc. These kind of evidence are accepted without testimony. But in case the other party challenge the authentication of such records, witness with knowledge is of great help. Such witnesses must have the idea of how the data is saved and it is fool proof. If there are some problems related to errors in system, the court will decide that whether an expert is required or not. Qualification of experts shall be decided by court. the writing done by a computerized system is considered as reliable. Younus Sohaili, opines about it as;

“It is the opinion of the researcher that the credit card serves the purpose of writing the debt of the customer at the point of transaction. The card is swiped and the magnetic strip (or micro-chip depending on the design of the card) is read by the computer and the account of the customer is accessed via several levels of computer verification, afterwards the customer approves the amount of money that will be credited to his or her account and then the merchant will use the card reading machine to record or “write” that amount of debt onto the customer’s account.”

3.4 Computer stored evidence
These kinds of evidence, can be solved with the help of circumstantial evidence the authorship is denied. Islamic law trust circumstantial evidence it is a strong one. Along with that witnesses are called for such evidence which are fed in by human input.

There is another classification of electronic documents that must be discussed here too;
1. Public document,
2. Private document

Public documents are authenticated from reliable source and flawless chain of custody. Private documents on the other hand need witnesses. Same is the case when these documents are in electronic form. Examples of public documents in electronic forms include, computerized birth certificate, national identity cards, different types of licences
3.5 Other electronic evidence; Circumstantial Evidence

These evidences include, digital evidences like photographs, call records histories, videos and other evidences included from medical forensics, like fingerprints DNA test etc. All these kinds of electronic evidences are treated as circumstantial evidence. Modern scholar of Islamic law also treat them as circumstantial evidence. Wahbah al-Zuhaïlyli opines in his book; “As a matter of fact on our contemporary time, there have emerged a number of powerful and clear forms of circumstantial evidences and indicators in the field of proof and evidence. For example, the identification of the culprit through fingerprints, blood testing, photographs, sound recordings, and blood sampling. . . . But the court has to be extremely cautious about using them as the chances of tampering with them are greatly worrisome.”

Another modern scholar Anwarullah states that modern forensic evidence are kinds of circumstantial evidence. For instance, foot prints, medical reports on wounds and marks, blood tests, traces of violence on hidden parts of body, identification traces, finger prints and blood stains etc.

These kinds of evidences are considered as strong circumstantial evidences by Dabur, another renowned modern scholar. He names them as al qarā’in al-mustaḥdathah (the modern types of circumstantial evidences). He further states that autopsy for knowing cause of death and blood tests for identification purposes are also strong circumstantial evidence.

Conclusion

This article was divided into three parts. Which were; principles of electronic evidence in English law, principles of evidence in classical Islamic law and Sharī‘ah rules for electronic evidence. The first part discussed the modern principles prevailing for modern types of evidence. In order to scrutinize them from the perspective of Sharī‘ah, principles of classical Islamic law were discussed. Finally in the third section both the above parts are compared and analysed for Sharī‘ah perspective, which helped in deriving Sharī‘ah rules for electronic evidence.

The first part was initiated from the principles of English law derived from ACPO from UK good practice guide. Which focused on fool proof chain of custody for electronic evidence. Based on these principles, four stages of admissibility of electronic evidence were discussed. These are relevence, authentication, hearsay and best evidence rule. The most important points discussed in that parts were that authentication being most important stage of admissibility require evidence to carry integrity. Secondly, oral testimony is also very important for electronic evidence where evidence is manually fed in to computer and but it is not that important for the data which is generated automatically by electronic means. Thirdly, if a document is self-authenticating it does not require more authentication procedures, like witnesses or other technological means. Fourthly, electronic evidences sometimes serve as circumstantial evidence. Whether that circumstantial evidence is electronic in nature (used for solving a case of physical crime) or it is physical in nature (utilized for electronic crime). It serves as decisive if it is a strong circumstantial evidence and is well authenticated.
Classical books of Islamic law discuss principles of evidence majorly in Oral testimony, documentary evidence, circumstantial evidence etc. Oral testimony is one of the essential elements for evidence in both the legal systems. Few major differences in Islamic law regarding oral testimony are; shuhūd ‘udūl, purgation of witnesses (official screening) Tazkīyah, Fixation of number of just Witnesses for different cases, witness should not be relative or should not have interest in the case like business partner and women are not allowed to testify in Ḥudūd cases. In case of electronic evidence these principles shall be observed where testimony shall be acquired. But where testimony is not required such principles shall not be observed. For instance in cases electronically generated evidence is presented in the court. If these evidences are well authenticated by technological means or system there is no need of testimony.

Electronic evidence is admissible in cases pertaining to civil matters. In criminal cases, electronic evidence is admissible subject to test of reliability, but in Ḥudūd cases punishment cannot be imposed, unless corroborated by other evidence like confession or oral testimony
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